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The poems of Anthony McCann are beautiful, brutal, and unerring. They present us with, or return
us to, a complicated, violent, poignant, weird, and mysterious world--a world which is very
particularly his, and also our own, re-sung. For some time now I have believed McCann to be one of
the finest poets writing today, and as I Heart Your Fate makes clear, he is only getting better. -Maggie Nelson, author of Bluets and The Art of Cruelty In his third collection of poetry, Anthony
McCann fuses the worlds of dream, art, love, and brute humanity, taking the redemptive power of
the romantic to new and surprising extremes. I don t have a body to feel afraid, writes McCann, and
these poems, bald and imaginative, almost convince the reader it must be so, save for the fact that
they are so vitally, essentially human. From Of the Mockingbird : So that once again, beloved
readers, I find that I have died. I die each time inside my body each time I eat your food-- O World
(By which I always mean THE LIGHT) Or let s just...
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Reviews
This composed book is wonderful. It is amongst the most awesome book i actually have read through. You will like the way the author create this
publication.
-- Miss Fanny Osinski V
This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida Herman
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